DEVELOPMENTAL SCREENING & ASSESSMENT

BUILD A BETTER SCREENING
SYSTEM WITH ASQ ONLINE
Building a successful screening program is a critical
step toward supporting healthy development for all
young children. But with so many elements to juggle,
developing a high-quality program that runs without a
hitch can be a challenge.
BESTSELLER

ASQ® ONLINE IS THE ANSWER. With efficient data
management, online questionnaire completion, and
powerful reporting abilities, ASQ Online helps you build
a smooth and streamlined program that screens every
child and supports every parent. And it helps you keep
vital screening services afloat, even when you can’t see
families face to face.

ASQ ONLINE HELPS YOU…

RAISE YOUR
SCREENING RATES

STREAMLINE
YOUR WORKFLOW

ANALYZE AND
USE RESULTS

When you give busy parents quick and
easy, 24/7 mobile access to ASQ, you
break down one of their biggest barriers
to questionnaire completion. They can
complete questionnaires on any device
and anywhere there’s internet access,
and the system makes sure you get fully
completed questionnaires and accurate
results every time.

Your entire screening process is easier
with ASQ Online! The system automates
everything from questionnaire selection
to scoring to screening reminders,
decreasing human error and saving
you time. And with our automated
programming interface (API) technology,
you can seamlessly synchronize your
electronic data system with ASQ Online–
no duplicate data entry needed.

ASQ Online delivers the information
you need, when and how you need it.
Generate reports in seconds, aggregate
data across programs, easily export
data—whatever you want to do, ASQ
Online can help. With reliable data at
your fingertips, you can make the best,
most informed decisions about how
to provide effective support to young
children and families.

“ASQ Online is a very affordable option. The amount of time with a paper ASQ is exponentially longer
than preparing and processing online questionnaires. It is a huge time-cost benefit internally.“
— Heidi Czerwon, Family Futures
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SEE ASQ ONLINE IN ACTION
WATCH A DEMO: Discover the benefits of online
questionnaire completion and data management! Register
for an ASQ Online demo, and you’ll get a live walkthrough
of the system with one of our ASQ experts—plus the chance
to ask us your questions. (Can’t attend a live session? You
can watch a prerecorded demo anytime.)
WATCH A DEMO NOW: https://bpub.fyi/ASQOnline-Demo

READ SUCCESS STORIES:
• Learn how Help Me Grow Michigan massively increased
their completed screenings after using ASQ Online.
• Discover how ASQ Online helps Alaska’s Part C office
track screenings and measure success across their state.
• See how the ASQ Online API allowed HMG Orange
County to “process many more screenings with much
less staff time.”
READ THEIR STORIES: https://bit.ly/ASQ-success

BUILD A CUSTOM PLAN
Our ASQ experts can help you put together a package
that’s fully customized to your needs. Contact us today—
we’ll get you a quote and help you build an ASQ Online
plan that boosts your screening rates and improves child
outcomes.
GET STARTED!
https://bit.ly/asqonlinequote
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